FIT IN CLOUD SOURCING ARRANGEMENTS: AN
ONTOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

Abstract. Cloud sourcing seeks to leverage the vendor’s expertise to support a
cost-effective, reliable platform to run a business. The standardized nature of
these sourcing arrangements as well as their ecosystem structure impose a
number of challenges to the decision-making at client side. In this study, we
argue that, ahead other, the fit between the cloud ecosystem and the client
organization is decisive. However, the concept of fit in this setting is highly
complex, dynamic, and difficult to grasp, thus, tightening the need for a richer
understanding of cloud ecosystems as a complex technological and
organizational arrangement. Our analysis reveals dimensions of fit between a
client and the cloud ecosystem and proposes a new conceptualization of the
underlying IT artifact.
Keywords: cloud ecosystem, sourcing, platform, fit, ontology

1. Introduction
Cloud services offer cost-efficient and standardized information technology
(IT) resources in an on-demand model [1–3]. They are gaining momentum in
research [4, 5] and practice [6]. Essentially, cloud services represent a form of
IT sourcing, because they seek to leverage the vendor’s expertise to support a
cost-effective, reliable platform to run a business [1]. Whereas conventional
sourcing usually entails the delivery of a dedicated, customized infrastructure,
with technologies and services tailored to a ﬁrm’s unique requirements [1],
cloud sourcing is usually multitenant and based on highly standardized
services and functionalities available to all clients [5]. However, it is this
standardization that raises important theoretical issues regarding the fit
between a client and the solution received from the cloud sourcing
arrangement. Institutional theory [7] suggests that cloud vendors draw upon
the institutional structures of the reference organizations for which they
develop the functionality of their services. Organizations in different
environments (e.g., geographical or industrial settings) may develop different
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institutional structures [8]. Hence, functionality standardized for one
particular institutional context may not fit organizations operating in a
different institutional context.
In the on-premises setting, it could be observed that vendors, such as SAP
or IBM, had built up ecosystems around their technology, which allowed
independent software developers (ISVs) to leverage the extensible core
codebase of a technological platform to provide add-on modules to the
ecosystem, which add functionality to it. This concept, in literature often
referred to as platform ecosystems [9–11], offered a rich portfolio of ISVdeveloped functionality in order to react to the clients’ idiosyncratic needs
[12]. Similarly, an increasing number of cloud vendors transforms their model
into cloud ecosystems, e.g. force.com1. Thereby, the classical hierarchical
sourcing relationship (i.e., the client hires a sourcing vendor to do specified
tasks), foundation for large parts of the sourcing literature [13], changes to a
market coordination (i.e., the client obtains a standardized service from one of
many providers). Cloud ecosystems offer a novel opportunity to respond to
the specific needs of clients in their previously highly customized sourcing
arrangements.
Practitioners have brought up the importance of fit in cloud sourcing, by
stating that the notion of a “useful cloud service […] varies widely” [14] and
that “one size does not fit all” [15]. From a theoretical point of view, fit in this
setting is highly complex due to the ecosystem’s architecture [10], governance
[16], and dynamics [17]. Moreover, fit in sourcing arrangements to an
ecosystem must consider both its standardized (core) functionality and several
(variable) functionality-adding modules. Despite the theoretical and practical
need to understand the phenomenon of fit in this setting, it has not been in the
focus of research. Therefore, this study addresses the following research
question:
How is fit between a cloud ecosystem and a client composed?
Fit is viable in studying the phenomenon of IT sourcing [18] and one would
naturally suggest that researchers in the sourcing domain have provided
profound insights into the concept. However, for the past decades, large parts
of sourcing research have focused on the phenomenon of outsourcing, where
fit between client and vendor naturally plays a tangential role [c.f. 13].
Previous literature on fit has mostly concentrated on pure adoption scenarios
[8, e.g. 19, 20]. Most notably, previous work in the enterprise systems domain
drew on an ontological view as a conceptualization of information systems
(IS) [21] in order to study fit [8, 20].
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The purpose of this study is to advance our understanding of cloud sourcing
arrangements by exploring the fit between the cloud ecosystem and the client
organization. In order to cope with the complexity of fit from a theoretical
perspective, a balancing act between the specific properties and the
relationship structure [20] of cloud sourcing arrangements is necessary. From
a research perspective, our theoretical argument is that the concept of fit in
this setting is underspecified primarily because the underlying IT artifact itself
has been underspecified. Therefore, we offer an ontological conceptualization
of the IT artifact underlying cloud ecosystems to provide insights into the
dimensions constituting fit.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2.1 provides a
brief review on our view on cloud ecosystems and the importance of fit in the
sourcing decision-making. Subsequently, section 2.2 exemplifies the
complexity of examining fit between a client organization and a cloud
ecosystem. In section, 2.3 we motivate an ontological perspective on cloud
ecosystems and discuss how the conceptualization of a cloud ecosystem
artifact may provide deeper insights into the composition of fit. Then, section
3 proposes an extension of the model proposed by Strong and Volkoff [20].
Finally, section 4 concludes our propositions as well as discusses limitations
and guidance for future research.

2. Background Literature
2.1. The Importance of Fit in Cloud Ecosystems Sourcing
Among others, the phenomena of outsourcing, offshoring, and
backsourcing have largely influenced the discourse on sourcing in the IS
discipline [e.g. 13, 22–25]. More recently, the phenomenon of cloud services
is gaining momentum in research [1, 5] and practice [6, 26]. Essentially, cloud
services can be seen as a form of IT sourcing, i.e. cloud sourcing (see Table 1
for a distinction of the terms and their definitions), because they seek to
leverage the vendor’s expertise to support a cost-effective, reliable platform to
run a business [1]. Although cloud sourcing is controversially discussed [e.g.
27], its potential resides in the ability to transform organizations by cutting the
overall cost of doing business, by driving innovations, and by simplifying the
overall process of integrating technology into the business process [5].
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Concept
Cloud
Service

Cloud
Platform

Cloud
Ecosystem

Definition
IT resources and other procurement that exhibit
the properties: conversion of ﬁxed costs to
variable costs, fast setup time, highly standardized
nature, and removal of capacity constraint.
The extensible codebase of a cloud-based system
that provides core functionality shared by the
modules that interoperate with it and the interfaces
through which they interoperate.
The entity of the cloud platform and its modules.

Guiding
References
Chen and Wu
[1]
Chen and Wu
[1], Tiwana et
al. (2010)
Cusumano and
Gawer [28],
Tiwana et al.
(2010)

Independent software developers (ISV)
contributing to the cloud ecosystem by
Tiwana et al.
ISV
complementing it with functionality-adding
(2010)
modules.
Table 1. Definitions and Core Concepts Underlying Cloud Ecosystems.

However, the cloud imposes highly standardized sourcing arrangements
between the client and the provider [5]. Originally intended to enable
economies of scale at the provider side, this property raises important
theoretical issues concerning the fit of these arrangements with the client’s
needs. Seeing through the lens of institutional theory [7], one may argue that
the institutional context of clients may differ [8] and cloud services developed
for one set of institutional contexts may not fit organizations operating in a
different institutional context [20]. Functionality standardized for one
particular institutional context may not fit organizations in a different
institutional setting. Practitioners [14, 15] have noted that fit in cloud sourcing
still plays a vital role and that “one size does not fit all” [15].
In the enterprise systems domain, IS researchers have seen a similar
discussion take place [8, 20, 29–32]. There, it has been argued that enterprise
systems may be designed to fit standardized rather than specific requirements,
and thus are “likely to be an imperfect fit in any particular instance” [20].
Following, large vendors, such as SAP, built up platform ecosystems around
their technology in order to encourage partners to develop a rich portfolio of
add-on functionality [12]. A similar phenomenon can be observed in the cloud
setting, where an increasing number of cloud vendors transform their model
into cloud ecosystems, such as force.com. The concept of platform
ecosystems has found particular attention of researchers in the IS discipline
[9, 10, 16]. Platform ecosystems encompass both the (core) functionality of a
cloud platform shared by the modules that interoperate with it and the
interfaces through which they interoperate [10].
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However, the ecosystem nature of cloud sourcing arrangements makes an
investigation of fit much more complex. On the one hand, this is due to the
ecosystem’s architecture [10], governance [16], and dynamics [17]. On the
other hand, a plausible examination of fit must take in account both the
standardized (core) functionality as well as the varying functionality added by
ISVs.
Historically, the investigation of fit between the client and the solution
received from a sourcing relationship has not found particular attention,
because the studied relationships largely considered the outsourcing of IT
resources or business processes [13]. Outsourcing arrangements usually
include the transfer of IT resources that were formerly retained in-house to a
third party, that in turn leases the IT resources back to the client [24], thus
implying a certain fit between the client and the obtained IT resources. Mani
et al. [33] utilize the information processing view of the firm to explain
performance heterogeneity across business process outsourcing arrangements
by determining the fit between the design of information capabilities and
information requirements of the relationship. Other studies have investigated
fit in terms of alignment, to emphasize the importance of a well-organized
sourcing strategy [34, 35]. The common notion amongst this stream is that the
alignment between the sourcing strategy, the strategic intent, and the business
strategy is critical in achieving the sourcing goal [34].
By contrast, cloud ecosystems build on standard interfaces and
functionalities that are available to all client ﬁrms, whereas conventional
outsourcing usually entails the delivery of a dedicated, customized
infrastructure, with technologies and services tailored to a ﬁrm’s unique needs
(see Figure 1). Therefore, cloud ecosystem models strive toward market-based
relationships, whereas classical sourcing relationships have been characterized
as hierarchical relationships [1]. Hierarchical elements of sourcing
governance include authority structure, incentive systems, control
mechanisms, private ordering mechanisms that bypass courts, and non-market
pricing systems that enable accurate compensation for changes in task
specifications [33]. These elements are usually not present in cloud sourcing
arrangements. In contrast, markets collect and communicate information of
the relevant facts through their pricing systems [36]. Market-oriented
relationships are non-idiosyncratic, i.e. the services obtained are
interchangeable [37]. A potential client is therefore free to choose between
similar cloud sourcing options within the market.
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Figure 1. Sourcing (Hierarchical) and Cloud Ecosystem (Market) Arrangements.

2.2. Understanding Fit in Cloud-Ecosystems
The concept of fit is inherently complex and attempts have been made to
structure it [8, 19, 20, 38]. We regard the (1) dynamics, (2) architecture, and
(3) governance of ecosystems as crucial factors for understanding the fit to the
client. We argue that these ecodynamics [c.f. 17] shape the need for providing
an artifactual conceptualization of the cloud ecosystem in order understand
the concept of fit.
Ecosystem dynamics. In order to understand the fit in cloud sourcing, it is
necessary to also consider its ecosystem structure. Growing out of the
economics and management literature [16, 28, 39, 40], a burgeoning body of
research has started to theorize about how ecosystems are formed and their
implications for IS [10, 12, 16, 41]. Foremost, cloud ecosystems involve
interactions between several actors, among others platform provider,
independent software vendors (ISV), and clients [10]. A network of ISVs
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drives the development of differentiated capabilities [42]. We argue that the
solution received from a cloud ecosystems is determined by the interactions of
several actors [43] and dynamics [17] within the ecosystem. On the one hand,
this involves a multidimensional view of fit between a platform and the client,
which has not been covered by prior research. On the other hand, cloud
ecosystems are therefore highly complex and different; a theoretical
investigation therefore must provide an abstraction of the underlying cloud
ecosystem artifact to provide insights.
Architecture. Cloud ecosystems consist of core components, i.e. the
platform itself, and functionality-adding modules that are either provided by
the platform provider, independent software developers in the market or the
client itself [10]. Modules interoperate with the platform through standardized
interfaces [42] and the entity of modules changes over time [44]. Thus, the
cloud ecosystem can be structured into relatively stable part and a
complementary set of modules, which extend the functionality of the
platform. To best extend the functionality, the underlying cloud platforms
usually build on architectures employing a high degree of modularity and
decomposition [45]. We hypothesize that cloud ecosystems target a mass
customization of software and may enable a feasible customization of an
information system to clients with different institutional structures. The
premise of modular systems theory is that a complex system consisting of
smaller subsystems, which interact exclusively using predeﬁned, stable
interfaces, is more robust to change than those that are monolithic [45].
Moreover, the value of an ecosystem afﬁliation for any given user depends
upon the modules available to the platform [12].
Ecosystem governance. Ecosystem governance deals with decisions about
the vendor’s relationship to its ISVs, clients, and attributes of the cloud
platform. Governance must ensure robust and reconfigurable relationships
between these entities in order to deal with changes inside and outside the
ecosystem [46]. In particular, ensuring the ecosystem’s integrity and
stimulating innovation to meet idiosyncratic client needs has been suggested
as crucial [10]. We hypothesize that the solution received from a cloud
ecosystem is also determined by the governance of its vendor. First,
governance mechanisms shape the ecosystem’s relationships to its ISVs, and
therefore stimulate their contribution to the ecosystem in terms of
functionality-adding modules [10]. Second, governance also determines
which functionality resides in the core of the platform and which functionality
resides in the entity of its modules. Strategies for internalization [47], in terms
of integrating modules into the core by acquisition or in-house capabilities, as
well as diversification [9], in terms of mitigating dependency by letting a
functionality being covered by several modules, shape the fit.
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Due to their inherent complexity and dynamics, cloud ecosystems may
mislead one into overlooking the important structures and interactions within
them. However, we believe that IS scholars can contribute to this discussion
by opening the black box of cloud ecosystems and provide insights into the
underlying IT artifact. The IT artifact itself has historically tended to
disappear from view, treated as a monolithic black box, or become the omitted
variable [48]. Cloud ecosystems offer the IS discipline an unusual opportunity
to bring the IT artifact into the core of theory development and to contribute
unique insights from an IS rather than economics or strategic perspective [10].

2.3. Ontological Underpinnings of Cloud-sourcing Fit
Although fit is hypothesized as only one of many decision criteria [29], it is
important because potential misfits can be costly [38]. Evaluating the fit of an
IS to a particular client firm has been a primary goal of practitioners and
researchers in the IS field for at least two decades [e.g. 8, 49]. This has
uncovered several challenges that are involved in evaluation of fit constraints.
First, the information systems part of the sourcing agreement are inherently
complex; just as the real-world they intend to model [21]. This has led to
underspecified conceptualizations of the IT artifact in the past [48] and
borrowed theories from reference disciplines [50]. Second, fit has been
characterized as a collective construct [51] and understanding its nature
involves both an understanding of its parts, but also the sum of its parts and
interactions in between these parts [20].
Ontology, in terms of a theory in modelling real world systems, has proven
useful for cutting through this complexity [8, 52]. For an information systems
to represent a stable state, it must map the real world; hence the fit between an
information system and an entity depends on how the model adequately
represents the real world [21]. Comparing the representation to the ontological
constructs enriches our understanding by uncovering any potentially missing
or redundant constructs in the representation. Ontologies have been found to
be useful in many areas, such as business systems analysis [53, 54],
knowledge management, and electronic commerce [55, 56].
Bunge, Wand, and Weber’s [21] propositions received particular attention by
follow-up commentaries and suggestions [e.g., 20, 57]. Weber [21]
distinguishes between three types of structures. Surface structure phenomena
refer to facilities within the IS that allow users to interact with the IS. Deep
structure phenomena are described as scripts that provide a representation of
real-world systems: the things, their properties and states, and the
transformations that alter those states [21]. Physical structure phenomena
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represent ways how deep and surface structures are mapped onto underlying
physical technology. Latent structure phenomena are an extension proposed
by Strong and Volkoff [20] and arise as secondary structures from the design
of surface, deep, and physical structures. Especially, the fit between enterprise
systems, in terms of highly standardized information systems, and
organizations has been explored through ontological conceptualizations [8,
20]. There, it has been hypothesized that enterprise systems represent
packaged, monolithic IS, which impose certain fixed physical, deep, surface,
and latent structures for a client, therefore increasing the likelihood to be an
imperfect fit for any adopter. The context of enterprise systems is highly
related to cloud ecosystems, as they also imply standardized functionality for
the client.

3. Toward an Ontological Model of Cloud-Ecosystem Fit
In order to conceptualize cloud ecosystem fit, we explore misfits and use
them to conclude about fit [8]. Our ontological model builds on the
propositions by Strong and Volkoff [20], but distinguishes two deep
structures; one for capturing the ecosystem’s functional core and one
representing its functionality added by ISVs. In the following we will
exemplify our ontological model in detail. In particular, we argue that factors
in the ecosystem’s dynamics, architecture, and governance shape different
peculiarities of the ontological model. We see the following factors as
configurational properties of a cloud ecosystem, and thus, as determinants of
its output:
Openness. Openness is a crucial factor in determining the solution received
from cloud ecosystems [16, 28, 43]. An ecosystem is said to be open if there
are no restrictions placed on actors from joining the ecosystem [16]. Whether
or not to open an ecosystem is a crucial decision for the vendor [16]. An open
ecosystem has the potential to continually innovate over time, but may also
reduce control and the ability to derive value [58]. Opening an ecosystem may
harness network effects [58], reduce client’s fear of lock-in, and stimulate
functional differentiation to meet the needs of various clients [11]. Eisenmann
et al. [59] distinguish between horizontal and vertical openness. First,
horizontal strategies entail licensing, joint standard setting, and technological
interoperability with rival platforms. Second, vertical strategies for managing
openness entail backward compatibility, platform, and category exclusivity,
and absorption of complements. Each of those configurations stimulates a
different degree of ISVs to involve in the ecosystem and to deliver value to
clients [16]. The ecosystem’s output is highly contingent on these
configurations, and thus, the fit between the client and the cloud ecosystem.
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Control. Control refers to formal and informal mechanisms used by a
cloud ecosystem vendor to encourage or enforce desirable behaviors of the
actors within the ecosystem [10]. Mechanisms to achieve control may
encompass the rejection of modules from ISVs [60], internalization of ISVdeveloped modules into the core functionality of the ecosystem [47], or
exclude ISVs from the ecosystem [45]. Control mechanisms ensure the
vendor’s flexibility and stimulate evolutionary dynamics within the ecosystem
[17].
Supporting resources. Literature has recognized that ISVs may play a
signiﬁcant role with regards to the solution received from a cloud ecosystem
[16, 61]. It is imperative for ecosystem vendors to shift from developing
applications to providing resources that support third-party developers in their
development work [12]. Ecosystem vendors need to offer supporting
resources, which facilitate ISVs to develop add-on modules, and thereby
contributing to the platform [62]. Exemplarily, these resources may
encompass development kits, trainings, consulting, and free support hotlines.
Modularity. Modularity is a continuum describing the degree to which a
system's components can be separated and recombined, and it refers both to
the tightness of coupling between components and the degree to which the
mixing and matching of components is enabled or restricted [45]. Modularity
itself is an enduring theme in IS research [e.g., 58–60]. Our understanding of
modularity is grounded in Simon’s [66] work, proposing that any complex
organizational or technological system is composed of distinct interacting
subsystems. These subsystems are to some extent interdependent and
independent [67], such that a greater degree of modularity facilitates changes
in particular subsystems by lowering the need for a detailed coordination of
these changes [45]. Modularity of a system increases the number of possible
configurations, its flexibility, and enables mass-customization [68].
Design rules. Design rules specify guidance for the development of
modules by ISVs [11]. Cloud ecosystem vendors set up rules ISVs have to
comply with in order to ensure interoperability with the ecosystem [42].
Design rules contribute to both stability and versatility of the ecosystem;
stability ensures a common ground of assumptions for contributing ISVs,
whereas versatility ensures that modules do not overly constrain each other in
ways that the cloud ecosystem’s flexibility and variability is reduced [10].
Thereby, design rules provide a rule-based frame for variable functionality
added by ISVs.
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Decomposition. The form and function to which a cloud ecosystem is
broken down into constituent subsystems represents its degree of
decomposition [10]. Decomposition details which functionality is covered by
the core and which functionality resides in the variable deep structure
modifiable by ISVs. Decomposition minimizes interdependence among the
evolution processes of components of the ecosystem, supporting change and
variation, and it also helps to cope with complexity [10, 42].
Our proposed cloud ecosystem artifact maps these properties by
distinguishing between core (fixed) deep structures and non-core (variable)
deep structures. Core deep structures contain the basic functions, interfaces,
and data of the platform artifact that are set by the vendor ex-ante and made
available for implementation by ISVs. The variable deep structure contains
functionality, data, and interfaces added by ISVs through complementary
modules. Moreover, latent structures arise from these layers and impose
cultural or process-related standards. Finally, surface structure refers to the
interface of a cloud ecosystem to its client. Our model proposes that,
dependent on the characteristic of the motivated factors in cloud ecosystem
architecture and governance, different relationships between its actors develop
and different peculiarities of the core deep, variable deep, surface, and latent
structures are shaped. Based on the ontological view [21], we suggest that
there are fundamentally four potential areas of misfits in cloud sourcing
arrangements: core deep structure misfit, variable deep structure misfit,
surface structure misfit, and latent structure misfit. Figure 2 summarizes our
hypothesized IT artifact underlying cloud ecosystems and the associated
misfit on each structure.
In detail, physical structures manifest in the technology used to implement
the platform. In our considerations, we exclude physical structure phenomena
as they inevitably underlie rapidly changing technological novelties and
practices [21]. In contrast, the core deep, variable deep, surface, and latent
structures of platforms are more robust compared to the underlying physical
structure [20].
The core deep structures represent the unique set of functionality and data
contained in a cloud platform and specifies the base ISVs build their
complementary modules upon. Misfit between core deep structures and the
client are crucial. They can arise if the client is forced to invest in several
additional modules in order to adequately cover its business needs, because
the core deep structure may cover insufficiently few functionality.
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Figure 2. IT Artifact underlying Cloud-Ecosystem and the associated fits/misfits

The variable deep structure contains functionality, data, and interfaces
added by ISVs through complementary modules. A platform architecture
exhibiting a high degree of reusability and low variety is hypothesized to be
ideal to stimulate ISVs to develop functionality-adding modules [42].
Depending on the degree of modularity, decomposition, and the design rules
employed in the core, a different span [66] of the variable deep structure is
possible. We hypothesize that the span of a variable deep structure is a
determinant of the misfit between a cloud ecosystem and the client. A large
span may reduce the likelihood of a cloud ecosystem to be an imperfect fit in
any case. Governance, in terms of different decision rights, control
mechanisms, and openness influences the misfit in several ways. Openness
sets the boundaries for ISVs to participate in the variable deep structure in
order to achieve a greater span. Decision rights partition autonomy and
intellectual property among ISVs and enable the cloud ecosystem vendor to
dynamically adjust certain parts of the variable deep structure. Control
mechanisms may reduce the span as a whole, but allow to check for quality
criteria in the variable deep structure.
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Surface structure refers to the interface of a cloud ecosystem to its client
and the environment. Even though largely influenced by the core and variable
deep structure, the surface structure is also independently affected by the
motivated governmental and architectural factors. In concrete, criteria set in
the openness rules of a cloud ecosystem detail the degree to which ISVs are
allowed to extend or modify the surface structure. Exemplarily, the SAP
PartnerEdge2 ecosystem does not specify mandatory guidance for the surface
structure of modules created on their platform. However, extensive trainings,
resources, and best practices are offered to ISVs to support them in their
construction of functionality-adding modules. Moreover, a cloud ecosystem’s
architecture restricts or enables the design of rich surface structures by
different degrees of decomposition or design rules. For example, the
salesforce3 ecosystem restricts the number of elements that can be used to
create or modify the surface structure to a fixed number. Thus, misfit between
the surface structure and the client may occur if a surface’s interface does not
support input of or access to information desired by the client.
Finally, we propose that the motivated factors also change our notion of
latent structures. Governance mechanisms of informal control can foster
common values, beliefs, and norms to guide module development [10].
However, misfit between latent structures and the client may arise from the
way a set of physical, deep, and surface structures are designed [20];
encompassing the platform’s culture, envisioned processes, and interactions.
Exemplarily, research observed that SAP was historically found to impose a
culture of discipline on the organization or to conflict with Asian ways of
running a business [20, 30]. We hypothesize that cloud ecosystems involve
latent structure misfit, because standardized cloud sourcing arrangements
naturally impose processes and culture developed for one set of, but surely not
each, institutional structure.

4. Conclusion
The aim of our research was to provide a first conceptual discussion of how
fit in cloud ecosystems is composed. We motivated this endeavor by
highlighting the standardized nature of cloud ecosystem sourcing
arrangements and their structure. Subsequently, we argued that the concept of
fit is highly complex in cloud ecosystems. We discussed cloud ecosystem
dynamics, governance, and architecture as major influences of fit in this
context. Moreover, we argued that the concept of fit in cloud ecosystems is
underspecified, because the underlying IT artifact itself has been
2
3
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underspecified. Drawing on previous research on fit in literature on
standardized information systems [8, 20], we employed an ontological
perspective. Our model builds on the ontology proposed by Strong and
Volkoff [20] and extends it by distinguishing between core and variable deep
structures to map the described nature of cloud ecosystems. It has been more
than a decade since Orlikowski and Lacono [48] found that most of the
published studies in the IS field tended to overlook the conceptual
significance of the IT artifact by using too simplistic measures, disconnecting
it from social settings, black-boxing it, or even excluding it entirely. Recent
reviews of the IT artifact’s role propose that the field did not witness much
improvement [69]. Our research was intended to shed light on the cloud
ecosystem artifact in order to gain insights into the fit of cloud sourcing
arrangements.
Our research is also with limitations. Foremost, our argumentation is
conceptual in nature and solely drawn from a review of literature. We argue
that the separation of deep structures into core and variable deep structures is
crucial for understanding the fit in cloud sourcing arrangements. However, it
has to be a task of future research to provide empirical evidence for our
suggestions. In particular, future research may approach our propositions with
the use of multiple-case studies to enrich theory on the cloud ecosystem
artifact [70]. These cases should be selected with both theoretical replication
and variation in mind [71].
Furthermore, ontology is useful as a theoretical foundation for modeling
knowledge representation and information systems [8]. However, in the
complex nature of cloud ecosystems it can only serve to model the particular
output of an ecosystem, not the ecosystem itself. Other theoretical lenses, such
as complex adaptive systems theory [72], may provide better mappings of the
dynamics and interplay of actors inherent to ecosystems.
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